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ABSTRACT

Today is the era of customer self-service, where people use conversation agents (chatbots) to get their query solved in
minimum time and cost. Use of conversation Agent gives real time experience to user/customer to get answers very
fast. To make this experience more genuine it needs understanding of human emotions and which is the most complex
task to perform as facial expression and verbal details are unavailable. Most of data over the internet is in textual
format which needs to process to get required answers that is why one of the most popular area in natural language
processing is Sentiment analysis which focuses on solving this issue. Sarcasm is critical sentiment which is very difficult
to recognize by machines. User express sarcasm to show their anger, disagreement using positive words over internet
forums, social media and over shopping sites for reviews about product, services, situation, workplace etc. This paper
gives a combined approach by extracting pragmatic features like emoticons, use of hyperbole, punctuations and special
words used in sentence to detect sentence level sarcasm using deep learning techniques such as LSTM which will help
machine for better understanding of natural language.
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INTRODUCTION
Sarcasm is one of the sentiments belongs to anger or
disagreement representing something positive with
negative intent. Sarcasm is defined by so many people
with different approach. Some of definitions are:
a. (Mondher etl.,2016) elaborated Sarcasm as form of
irony, majorly used on internet platform such as social
media and blogging sites.
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b. Cambridge Dictionary explains sarcasm as remark
used to state opposite of what is said, this is to hurt or
to criticize in humorous manner. (Cambridge Dictionary,
n.d.)
c. Sarcasm is the lowest form of wit, but the highest form
of intelligence stated by Oscar Wilde.
d. According to wheel of sentiment Sarcasm is critical
expression of anger.
Sentiment analysis specially inclined towards opinion
mining is one of the most favoured topics in natural
language processing which leads to understand sentiment
behind textual data provided by user such as reviews
about place, product, person and even situation. Detection
of sentiment from text/speech data leads to correct
decision making for company. Available methodologies
for sentiment analysis find it difficult to process complex
sentiments such as sarcasm, rhetorical questions which
can affect ability to reach correct decision.
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Identification of sarcasm in any text/speech data which
may include instructions, blogs, views, or reviews
is known as sarcasm detection. Sarcasm detection
is emerging area under sentiment analysis and text
mining. It is primary need of all conversation Agent to
detect sarcasm and generate response based on natural
language understanding. Sarcasm detection will be most
useful while instructing robots and get efficient work
done through it. It further leads to identify the mood,
psychology and sometimes even the health condition of
people which make human machine interaction more
efficient. It is observed that person going through stress
or extreme emotion phase starts behaving sarcastic
over social media or at workplace, he/she starts giving
sarcastic reviews which cannot be identified on textual
data by automated system so sarcasm detection can help
to identify mental health of person. (Urmila Shrawankar,
2019)
Figure 1: Wheel of Emotions

Literature Review: Ample numbers of applications are
using sentiment analysis to give user better experience
for using chatbots, automated answering machines, etc.
Conversation agents are used globally and impacting
to reduce overall business cost (Benlian1, march 2020).
To make human machine interaction more realistic so
many researchers are attracted toward the area of opinion
mining and contributed to detection of sarcasm using
various approaches. Majorly researchers used social
media domain like tweeter and reddit where one can
express in minimum number of words so makes it easy
for pre-processing. Many researchers used classification,
neural network, and deep learning approaches to detect
sarcasm.
Initially researchers went with rule-based approach
to detect sarcasm, but it is found that use of machine
learning and deep learning techniques are more efficient.
Rule based approach depends on occurrences. These
occurrences are identified, and rules are applied to
detect sarcasm. (Kumar, (2017)) Higher accuracy can be
achieved by using machine learning techniques. It is
observed that extraction of features plays very important

role in detecting sarcasm. Research Papers such as Dr.
Kalpesh H. Wandra1, 2017 used n-gram (uni,bi,tri) for
feature extraction which mainly focuses on pragmatic
occurrences in given text used Logistic regression and
SVM for classification. In Research work published
by (Lakshya Kumar, 2017), steps further for detecting
sarcasm and in this author used two approaches where
first approach is to get exact noun phrase matching and
second approach uses pragmatic feature extraction along
with number of tweets embeddings. Here researches got
success to get 90% accuracy by using deep learning
methodology.
In scholarly article Encoding Sentiment Information into
Word Vectors for Sentiment Analysis (Zhe Ye, August
20-26, 2018 ),primary focus is on following points: (1)
The lexicons of sentiment were formed and encoded them
into word vectors by FF neural network (2) Fine tuning
of Lexicons were done during training of CNN sentiment
classifier, (Garg, 2019), in their research paper focused on
context of text for that researcher used data from twitter
and reddit to detect sarcasm, they used two approaches
first one used tf-idf and another one is deep learning
approach by using bi directional LSTM and GLoVE. They
achieved accuracy of 86% and 82% on twitter and reddit
datasets, respectively. Sarcasm Detection Using Machine
Learning Techniques (P, april 2018), In this paper author
used twitter dataset and used multinomial Naïve Bayes to
detect sarcasm and used support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier to classify types of sarcasm from tweets.
In paper Sarcasm Detection Building a contextual
hierarchy, novel approach is given which is conversation
based here author convince about the subjective nature
of sarcasm. Author used social platform like twitter and
focuses on relation between speaker and listener. Here
methodologies used are lexical and pragmatic analyses.
(Taradheesh Bali, December 12 2016). Recent research
trying to explore sarcasm with new intent like number
incongruity in sarcasm detection, rhetorical questions
in detecting sarcasm (Aditya Joshi1, 2015) (Abhijeet
Dubey, 2019). Some of medical science research papers
showcased on detection of brain injuries based on
language spoken, detection of sarcasm can help medical
science to detect any brain injuries at early stage and
autistic nature of person. This may also help in linguistic
development. (Autism as well) by (Rambam, 2005)
(Channon S) (Katherine P. Rankin, 2009 Oct 1).

Material AND Methods
With the increase in use of online platforms it is
mandatory to have human machine interaction in more
natural way. Now maximum portal uses automated
answering systems, chatbots to answer frequently
asked questions by user so require robust methodology
to understand human nature and generate response
accordingly. In this proposed methodology we use data
collection, data pre-processing, feature identification,
classification and finally classified text as sarcastic or
non-sarcastic.
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Figure 2: Methodology for sarcasm detectio

use of LSTM increase the accuracy when used with n
grams. Scope of this can be extended to identify the
incongruity of numbers and autosuggestions before
entering sarcastic sentence which will ease the work of
machine to respond.
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Conclusion
With the reviewed papers, articles, and applications it
is observed that detection of sarcasm is complex. As
sarcasm is critical expression of anger one needs to
identify the context of sentence before classification.
Pragmatic features help to detect sarcasm correctly and
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